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Daily Wisdom Selections From The Holy Quran
Get organized—and be inspired—every day of the year with the Daily Wisdom for Women 15-month planner, featuring
memorable quotations and scripture selections. It’s packed with practical tools and inspiring spiritual wisdom. Featuring
monthly and weekly calendars, a year-at-a-glance section, pages for frequent contacts, and more, this planner offers an
important reminder: God loves you deeply and tenderly!
Warning! This book will remind you that we are spirit beings masquerading as humans. The author believes that the
modern man is so caught up in making a living that he has no time to truly and deeply think about life - where he's come
from and where he's heading. His shallow living with murky intentions, self-centeredness and compulsion to perpetually
engage in social networking, so as not to feel isolated, leave no time or energy for him to think at a deeper level. The
result is frustration, confusion and inner conflict. And what is inside is experienced outside. There is clearly a need to
genuinely create the feeling of being connected with fellow humans from a level where we all come together. In this
compendium of pithy statements and aphorisms the author has encapsulated thought provoking and motivational wisdom
to take the reader's mind from thinking too many thoughts at one time to focusing the mind each day on the bigger
questions about true self, the spirit within and purposeful life to promote inner growth and peace. A part-time author, an
occasional motivational speaker, a trustee of a charity and a director of a London-based insurance intermediary, Anil
Kumar is a Ugandan born Indian who came to the UK in 1968 as a student. He qualified as a chartered accountant in
1973 and spent 17 years in the Zambian mining industry. Now 66 years old, he lives in Horley, Surrey with his wife,
Urmila. They have two sons, Nickesh, married to Reena Patel, and Russikesh, married to Kristin Andrews, and three
grandchildren through Nickesh and Reena.
St. Teresa of Avila is not a lofty, inaccessible saint; she’s a companion, and has been taking Christians on a journey
through their own interior “castles” for hundreds of years. Honest, humorous, and insightful, her devotional and spiritual
reflections show readers how to open up themselves to God in new ways. This journey through Teresa’s life and writings
will engage readers for a full year, with carefully chosen daily selections from the broad range of her writings—letters,
poems, memoirs, as well as spiritual and theological musings. Bangley makes all of these writings accessible—and
essential—in these new translations into contemporary English.
This beautiful presentation of Blessed Names and Characteristics of Prophet Muhammad draws the reader nearer to the
Prophet through contemplation and reflection of his names, their meaning and how each shapes our daily lives. By
studying the Prophet's names readers may grasp the pivotal role of the Prophet in Islam and the interrelationship
between God, the Prophet, and man. The Prophet's names are also reflective of his unblemished character and conduct,
shedding light upon the attributes that make him a remarkable role model for all mankind. Each name is selected from
the Qur'an or a hadith. Accompanying each name is a commentary that is concise in nature but rich in meaning and
style. Abdur Raheem Kidwai (b. 1956) is a professor of English at the Aligarh Muslim University, India, and a visiting
fellow at the School of English, University of Leicester, United Kingdom. He earned his two PhDs in English from the
Aligarh Muslim University and the University of Leicester. He is a well-known author of many works on the Qur'an and
Islam, including: The Qur'an: Essential Teachings; Daily Wisdom: Islamic Prayers and Supplications; Daily Wisdom:
Selections from the Holy Qur'an; and What Should We Say?
This beautiful presentation of Islamic prayers and supplications from the Qur'an and recorded sayings of the Prophet
Muhammad engages the reader in a moment of daily reflection. With a prayer for every day of the year, this is a must for
every home. With accompanying Arabic text, and the prayers fully referenced, this book is also an authentic and reliable
compilation.
If there is only one lesson you learn this entire year, it's this: You are the most important person in your entire universe.
Love is the most powerful force in the entire universe. So keep calm and love yourself first. But we often project love
outside of ourselves. Loving oneself seems like a daunting task. How to truly love yourself? Are there ways to show
yourself love? In this modern world, we often neglect the most important person in our life, that is you. We go on our
hectic world day by day and often put others' people or work as our priorities. We beat ourselves up with negative
thoughts. We drained ourselves with dark emotions. This book shows many ways creatively to love yourself so that you
can apply the concept daily. Self-love is not easy, but it is doable. Once you pick up the book and start to apply some of
them, your transformation begins. This love yourself bible will bring you innovative ideas that you have never thought
before. You will find ways how to be yourself again and heal your life. Bring back the positive vibes into your life.
This is a lovely new journal!
"Allah's are the names most beautiful. Whatever is in the heavens and earth extols His glory."—The Qur'an (Al-Hashr 59:24) "Allah
has 99 names. He who remembers these will certainly enter Paradise."—Prophet Muhammad (Bukharhi Hadith Kitab Ad-Dawat,
2,949) Remembering the Names of Allah is a sacred tradition in Islam. Both the Qur'an and sayings of the Prophet (Hadiths) state
the importance of learning them and promise reward for reciting them in supplications and prayers. This beautiful presentation of
Allah's most revered nintety-nine names draws the reader nearer to the Divine through contemplation and reflection of Allah's
names, their meaning, and how each impacts our daily lives. They help to conceptualize Allah, Whose limitless greatness and
glory is impossible to grasp. Each name is presented in the original Arabic and its translation into English. Accompanying each
name is a commentary that is concise and easy to understand but rich in meaning. Abdur Raheem Kidwai (b. 1956) is a professor
of English at the Aligarh Muslim University, India, and a visiting fellow at the School of English, University of Leicester, United
Kingdom. He earned his two PhDs in English from the Aligarh Muslim University and the University of Leicester. He is a wellknown author of many works on the Qur'an and Islam, including: The Qur'an: Essential Teachings; Daily Wisdom: Islamic Prayers
and Supplications; Daily Wisdom: Selections from the Holy Qur'an; and What Should We Say?
Written by working women for working women, this attractive, full-color gift book provides motivation, encouragement, and a dash
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of humor in devotional readings.
There is a lot of space inside for writing notes and ideas, it can be used as a notepad, or a diary for a composition book with the
help of this workbook, your kids will write in cursive font in no time! What distinguishes this handwriting book is that learning how to
write in handwriting will not be boring anymore. Features Size 9 x 6 handwriting training paper 120 sheets in paperback.
Self Help book
Decisions, decisions, decisions. Since our personal decision-making does have consequences, we all struggle making good
decisions. In reality, what we believe affects every area of our actions and lifestyle, including our decision-making process. For that
reason the Bible must be the centerpiece for Christian decision-making! In our ministry, we have observed many good Christian
people struggle with life due to their poor decisions. You don't have to live a life of regrets if you will just apply God's Word to your
daily decision processes. The wise King Solomon recognized this problem in his own life. Therefore, early in life he sought to learn
wisdom and understanding with his whole heart. Later in life, as he watched his own children grow he became burdened with their
lack of wisdom. God used this burden to inspire King Solomon to write the book of Proverbs for his children's benefit. We can profit
greatly if we understand and give heed to these same proverbs. After earning his BA degree from Tennessee Temple College, he
furthered his training and earned a BD degree from Temple Baptist Theological Seminary in 1972. While recovering from heart
surgery in 1991, he completed the requirements and received his PhD. in Biblical Studies from Emmanuel Baptist University. He
was ordained at Canton Baptist Temple of Canton, Ohio in August 1972. He began his first pastorate at Lakeshore Baptist Church
of Mentor, Ohio. Over the next 36 years he pastored churches in Ohio, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Virginia, and Indiana. Since
November of 1993, he has been the senior Pastor of Northwest Baptist Church of Indianapolis, Indiana. He and his wife Sue have
four grown children.
If you want to get over the stress, anxiety and live a happier life, then this book is for you. Through this book, you will explore the
daily messages of comfort and inspiration based on mindfulness practices, modern and ancient spiritual teachers, and thought
leaders. It is a breath of fresh air in a wild world. The author has special expertise in helping those with anxiety and high-stress
lives to cope and get the results they desire in their professional life, wellness, and relationships.
Here's a couples' devotional book with a perfect add-on--jounaling space. Daily Wisdom for Couples provides relevant, practical
devotions designed to start important discussions--and keep a relationship strong.
Culled from the many voices and manifestations of Buddhism, this collection of daily inspirations includes sayings from both
ancient sages and modern Buddhist thinkers. Original.
A companion to the classic "The Science of Mind", this book is a year of daily meditations from beloved spiritual leader Ernest
Holmes.
There are times when just a little insight shines a lot of light. Intrinsic's A Little Book of Daily Wisdom is a collection of heartfelt
inspirational quotes to inspire you to live a brighter, happier and more fulfilled life. Inside this magical purple quote book, you will
find 48 pages of meaningful messages written by inspiration icon Adèle Basheer. A gorgeous gift to motivate a friend or loved one
through whichever direction life takes them. Or treat yourself with this inspiring quote book of gold, to guide you through life's
journey and remind yourself to shine your light on the world.
Riadh's Daily Wisdom contains 365 quotes that will motivate, uplift, and inspire you each day of the year. This quote book will
focus on entrepreneurship, personal development, and overcoming your fears. This quote book was created by Riadh Hamdi for
YOU.
Wisdom is essential to the outcome of our lives. "Getting wisdom is the most important thing you can do!" With this powerful
confession book you can saturate your mind with the wisdom of God. Every confession, declaration or affirmation is a seed that is
planted into the soil of your mind. As you plant and water the seed, it will sprout and grow up in your life. In 365 Daily Wisdom and
Creativity Confessions Dr. Renner offers a practical tool for creativity practitioners based on a collection of well-established life
giving principles, confessions, declarations and affirmations. This book and (accompanying audio book) details lasting,
unchanging, time-proven and solid principles that have stood the test of time. It explores the vision of cultivating a year round
system of renewal and positioning of your mind to think about wisdom and creative thoughts. This Book and (accompanying audio
book) is very effective for creating an internal sustainable atmosphere of wisdom and creativity through the art of reading and
listening. Life giving confessions, declarations and affirmations are based on the established principles of the creator's manual
making creativity and wisdom accessible to people of all backgrounds, races and geographical locations. There's no better source
for both practical and spiritual wisdom than the time-tested knowledge found in the power of confession. Today, you can plant the
seeds of wisdom and creativity into your heart and begin to walk in the wisdom of the creator. This book: 1. Outlines daily creativity
and wisdom confessions and affirmations based on time-tested principles from the beginning of the year to the end of the year. 2.
Includes insights that will increase your potential for creativity an wisdom, no matter what your background, race or geographical
location may be. . 3. Blends wisdom and creative confessions from the author, Jasmine's own creative diary and experiences with
the wisdom from the creator's manual.
You'll love the power-packed insights in this simple daily devotional. Each bite-sized reading focuses on real, relatable topics like
prayer, God's promises, blessings, salvation, purpose, and many more.
Get organizedand be inspiredwith the "Daily Wisdom for Women"planner, featuring memorable quotations and scripture
selections. It s packed with practical tools and inspiring spiritual wisdom! "
Every Day Brings a Lesson! Every day offers us incredible wisdom if only we can see the spiritual principles working behind the events and
circumstances that are playing out in our lives. Seeing those principles requires a daily practice that helps us to look beneath the surface of
our lives and encourages us to face the truth, even when it is difficult. This book is a tool that can help you to understand your spiritual
lessons as they unfold each day of your life. Used in conjunction with journaling, it gives you a simple method of introspection, of looking
within your own heart and mind, and finding the wisdom and the guidance that abide there. This book can be used as a Spiritual Oracle in
conjunction with Wisdom Cards, the companion card deck.
A selection of Bible readings designed to bring a life of faith and hope features a prayer of the day, a topic glossary to look up key verses by
subject, and monthly themes. Original.
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In our world of work and home, we spend hour upon hour making plans, casting visions, managing our dayplanner and the events they
represent. Yet, how much time do we spend pursuing wisdom with all of our heart. Often the key to breaking through the endless array of
events and plans and to-do lists is the wisdom to know what's important to living life well. The One Year Daily Wisdom helps you acquire the
wisdom God wants you to have each and every day.
Allow God's Word to bless your soul through this beloved daily devotional--and come to know the power of God's love as you learn to trust in
Him.
Yoga 365 presents a year's worth of daily readings that invite yoga lovers of every skill level to bring the inspiration they experience on their
mats into their everyday lives. Each entry explores a mind-body theme such as balance, strength, and resilience in a short, illuminating
paragraph that can be enjoyed in the morning or at bedtime, incorporated into a yoga session, or read on the go. Featuring a serenely
beautiful hardcover and a spacious, color-washed interior, the package is as calming in the hand as the readings are to the eye. Yogis will
find it to be a motivating tool for personal growth and a lighthearted, gift-worthy way to share the joys of their practice with others.
A beautifully packaged gift edition of a year's worth of inspiring Buddhist sayings draws on the richness of Buddhist writings to offer a spiritual
cornucopia illuminating life and evoking inspiration in readers day after day. Original.

Daily Wisdom, takes you on a journey through life and increase your appetite to search for your purpose. Commit yourself to one
day at a time for one year and your life will never be the same. This book will enrich your relationship with Heaven and has
answers to many questions. Lost now Found comes from the heart of a remarkable woman of great faith who was lost and now
found.
Meditations, designed for each day of the year, spring from incidents in Mother Teresa's own life.
Start your day off right--every day of the year--with Daily Wisdom for Boys, and spend time in the loving presence of your heavenly
Creator.
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